The following two motions were adopted by 2021 Convention Delegates:

1. Proposal for 143 resolutions be rescinded during the 2021 National PTA Annual Meeting. (This is a list of the resolutions to be rescinded.)

2. Add a resolved clause to all existing and future resolutions:

   - Add a resolved clause to each existing resolution to note the seventh year following its adoption: “and be it further, RESOLVED that this resolution shall be in full force and effect until the last day of June YEAR.” (All resolutions adopted more than seven years ago will be assigned a recission date.)

   - That all future resolutions have the clause “and be it further, RESOLVED that this resolution be in full force and effect until the last day of June in the seventh year following its adoption.”

Note: Nothing in these two items shall prevent a resolution from being represented and adopted again for another seven years, should that be the will of the members at the annual meeting.